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PREMIER LEISURE PROPERTIES

2020 YEAR IN REVIEW
In preparation for writing this introductory letter, I review my
previous year predictions and reconcile how close or far off the
mark I was. How’s this for an understatement: “Although many
think the coronavirus will be short-lived, it could last through
the early summer and be the impetus of a recession many have
been anticipating.” Now we’re hearing we won’t be back to
normal (whatever that is!) until mid-2021 at the earliest. With
all the mayhem that Covid-19 has caused, who could have ever
predicted that two of the most maligned industries since the
financial crisis of 2008, golf and second homes, would benefit
so greatly.
GOLF
2020 saw huge increases in not only golf rounds but also in
equipment sales and TV viewership. In fact, the last time the
industry saw such increases was in 1997, the year Tiger Woods
took the world by storm. According to the National Golf
Foundation (NGF), from June to October, there was an increase
of an additional 50 million incremental rounds played year over
year. Even after losing 20 million rounds in the spring, NGF
predicts overall rounds to be up 12% over 2019. If a golf course
wasn’t dependent on group outings or F&B revenue, the financials
we’ve reviewed show it was a great year. Now the question is:
Is this the new norm or will rounds fall off when we’re back to
normal. I believe it’s a little of both. Golf is a great outdoor sport
that can be enjoyed by players of all skill levels and its resurgence
was long overdue. However, one of the biggest detriments to the

sport, pace of play, was artificially shortened due to the single
ridership of carts, not having to rake bunkers, and the recent
rule change to not remove the flagstick in when putting. Also,
once offices fully reopen, will we discover how many of those
incremental rounds were played by those sneaking away to play
golf instead of working from home. Nonetheless, it’s great to see
something so positive come from something so devastating. As it
relates to sales transactions, several trends continued, including
member-owned clubs converting to private ownership and HOA
groups buying golf courses to ensure and preserve the value of
their homes. Some of the more notable transactions for the year
included: KSL Capital jumping back into the golf business with
the acquisition of the Heritage Golf Portfolio in January; the sale
of PGA West in La Quinta to Century Golf in February and; the
sale/leaseback of a portfolio of 20 ClubCorp golf courses for
$190 million to Sculptor Capital (Och-Ziff) in July.
LAND
The other positive economic story resulting from Covid-19
was the surge in second home demand. Consumers rushed to
buy a second home for quarantine purposes and a change of
scenery. From the Poconos to the Hamptons, from the Rockies
to the Sierras, second home transactions and prices surged. Any
developer sitting on finished home inventory in drive-to vacation
locations saw sales volume equal to the early 2000s. Like the
increase in golf participation, the question is, will this last?
Have consumers finally decided they like having a second home
or will there be a sell-off when they realize that they really don’t
use “the other house” all that much? And like my prediction

with golf, I’m going to say a little of both. Technology now
allows us to work virtually from anywhere and Covid-19 forced
us to test and then become comfortable with this technology.
Clearly high-speed internet access is critical for this trend and
those communities with strong WiFi will have a huge advantage.
Although we’re getting more calls than usual from private equitybacked developers looking for land, we’ve yet to see them dive
in, but we’re hopeful to see sales in 2021 increase as demand
from consumers remains high for second homes.

MARINA
Powerboat sales is one of the most important economic
indicators of the marina business and like golf, Covid-19 has
had a huge impact. Through October, new boat registrations are
up approximately 28% over last year and powerboat sales are
up 30% YOY with Florida and Texas leading the market. More
boat sales increase demand at marinas and thus the cost for slips
goes up. This bodes well for the marina investment market as
there is no property type with higher barriers to entry.

SKI
Fortunately for the ski industry in 2020, Covid restrictions hit
late March as their seasons were winding down and they have
had the off-season to figure out how to approach 2021. Most
were bracing for a very down year, but it hasn’t been as bad as
predicted. Season pass sales are up considerably from last year,
but with most resorts facing capacity restrictions, operators are
limiting their daily fee access. In Vail, skiing is by reservation only.
Obviously, F&B is way down and all kid programs have been
cancelled but that has resulted in more lesson revenue in most
locations. As far as snowfall, the east is doing fairly well now but
in the west it’s a different story. In Park City, the holiday snowfall
was the lowest since 1976. In addition to below average snow
fall in California, due to the “Stay at Home” order, there is no
overnight lodging available at the resorts except homeowners.

CLOSING NOTE
2020 was like a donut for the CBRE Golf & Resort team: great
Q1 and end of the year, but a big hole in the middle. We believe
the momentum we experienced in December will continue
through 2021. The slow deployment of the vaccine could delay
the recovery, but I think the economy will come roaring back
and owners of properties in the leisure space will benefit greatly.
Consumers want to travel and play after being cooped up most
of ’20 and a good part of ’21. At some point, the US taxpayer
will have to pay for the over $4 trillion in Covid stimulus and
perhaps the “Roaring ‘20s” will produce enough tax revenue
from a robust economy to reduce the ballooning, massive deficit.
Or, income taxes will be raised which could stymie consumer
spending and we slip into a recession…but not in ’21.
Cheers!

Jeff Woolson, Managing Director
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GROSS REVENUE MULTIPLES (GRM) from our golf course
transactions and other verified golf course sales have
averaged 1.5 over the last five years. After a modest
increase from 2018 to 2019, we saw GRMs in 2020 range
from 0.9 to 2.2 with an average GRM of 1.3. The decline
in both the number of transactions and average GRM in
2020 can certainly be attributed to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Nevertheless, investors acquired a number of high-end
stabilized golf courses on a cash flow basis through portfolio
purchases and overall Net Income Multiples (NIM) ranged
from 7.6 to 9.1 with an average NIM of 8.2 in 2020. HOAs
were the buyer in several transactions, enabling them to
maintain control of those valuable assets. As we resume
business in 2021, it will be interesting to see if the inflated
2020 golf rounds that clubs across the country are seeing
as a result of the pandemic will be sustained and drive value
for owners who choose to put their clubs on the market.

CBRE’s Golf & Resort Group specializes in the marketing of
premier leisure properties including golf clubs, ski resorts, marinas
and development land associated with these property types.

2020 SALES & 2021 PREVIEW

THE INTERNATIONAL
Massachusetts

HIDDENBROOKE GOLF CLUB
Vallejo

LAS POSAS COUNTRY CLUB
Camarillo

MISSION HILLS LAND

DOMINION CLUB

Rancho Mirage

MISSION HILLS NORTH
Rancho Mirage

Virginia

BRIGHT’S CREEK
North Carolina

SHADOW RIDGE LAND

OYSTER REEF / PORT ROYAL
SHIPYARD GOLF CLUB
South Carolina

Palm Desert

PALM DESERT RESORT
COUNTRY CLUB

PALMILLA BEACH

Palm Desert

Texas

HOTEL SAN CRISTOBAL

TPC TAMPA BAY
Florida

TPC PRESTANCIA
Florida

Mexico

BENT PINE LAND
Florida

PGA LEARNING CENTER
Florida

FORTUNE BAY
Bahamas

SUR MER +
OLD BAHAMA BAY

NUEVAS PALMAS
Mexico

MAKAHA VALLEY
Hawaii

2020 SALES
ACTIVE LISTINGS

Bahamas

HACIENDA PALANCAR
Mexico

TRELLIS BAY
British Virgin Islands

HERITAGE GOLF
PORTFOLIO
Florida / Virginia / South Carolina
SOLD January 2020
Daily Fee Golf (99 Holes)
Private Golf (54 Holes)

PGA LEARNING
CENTER
Port St. Lucie, Florida
SOLD March 2020
Professional Golf Education Center
Golf Museum / Conference Center
Private Instruction and Practice Facility
3-Hole Short Course / Pro Shop

MISSION HILLS NORTH
GARY PLAYER COURSE
Rancho Mirage, California
SOLD May 2020
Daily Fee Golf Course

BRIGHT’S CREEK
Mill Spring, North Carolina
SOLD May 2020
Golf Course / Lodge
Condominiums / Finished Lots
Equestrian Center
Developable Land

PALM DESERT RESORT
COUNTRY CLUB
Palm Desert, California
SOLD June 2020
Semi-Private Golf Club

LAS POSAS
COUNTRY CLUB
C amarillo, California
SOLD December 2020
Private Country Club

Hiddenbrooke, California
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GOLF

MISSION
HILLS
LAND

Hacienda Palancar, Mexico

Mission Hills Land, California

Palmilla Beach Land, Texas

Sur Mer + Old Bahama Bay, Bahamas

RESORT

SKI

MARINA

DEVELOPABLE LAND

THE

INTERNATIONAL
GOLF CLUB & RESORT

Shadow Ridge Land, California

The International, Massachusetts

Trellis Bay, British Virgin Islands

Nuevas Palmas Land, Mexico

Fortune Bay, Bahamas
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